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NEW HARDWARE & OLD SOFTWARE
Make Your Mac More Secure
Our main presenter at Saturday’s meeting will be Michael Inskeep. As most people are
aware, attacks on computers have become dramatically more sophisticated in the last
several years. Mike will review security vulnerabilities of Macs and suggest simple
steps that users can take to protect themselves against attack. These strategies are
based on reports of current and emerging threats, his familiarity with the security
features of Apple products and his practical experience helping users, both naive and
experienced. His presentation will be aimed at people using a Mac for personal
purposes both at home and on the road.
Mike Inskeep has been supporting Macintosh computers and other Apple products for
26 years: as a Microcomputer Support Specialist and then Director of Microcomputing
for the University of Pennsylvania’s School of Arts and Sciences; as Technology
Coordinator/Teacher for Friends School Haverford; and since 1999 through his
independent consulting business, Gentle Computer Helpers.

MAC TIPS #58 MAY 2015
SAVE A FAVORITE LOCATION IN MAPS (YOSEMITE). To save a favorite location in Maps,
click the location’s pin, a small window will open, click the share icon (the box with the arrow) at
the top, and at last click "Add to Favorites”.
MB
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Typical Meeting Agenda
Second Saturday of each month
See www.mlmug.org for the meeting’s topic.
9:00 - 9:05: Call to order in main meeting room.
9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special Interest
Groups (SIGs) convene in separate
rooms. The three current SIGs are:
Newer Users- We cover the most basic
questions you may have about your
Mac/iDevices and how to use them.
Multimedia - We discuss using your
Mac/iDevices and applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media.
OS - We go beyond basics to discuss
Apple’s current operating systems, using
your Macs and iDevices, and various
applications. We also have Q&A.
10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all attendees.
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.
10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a member or
guest)

MLMUG Email list
The Main Line Macintosh Users Group has
its own email list. Compose your letter and
email it to mlmug@yahoogroups.com and
your message will be sent to everyone on
the mailing list. Posting to this list is
restricted to MLMUG members. Contact
Bob Barton if you are a member and you are
not on the list.
Please observe rules of etiquette. See the
Yahoo Groups Terms of Service. The
MLMUG list may be used to post Apple/
Macintosh-related items for sale, but any
solicitation of members through the list is
forbidden without the written consent of a
MLMUG oﬃcer. The list is hosted at Yahoo
Groups.

LOCATION
Good Samaritan Church, 212 West
Lancaster Ave, Paoli, PA 19301, about 3
blocks west of Paoli train station. Go to
www.mlmug.org/GoodSam.html for
location map & detailed directions.

11:50 - Noon: Raﬄes and silent auctions.

Come join some fellow MLMUG members
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.
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New Users SIG
You don’t have to wait a whole month to get
answers to your basic Mac questions! Get
together with other members on the fourth
Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each regular
meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.
Many new users have said that they can
learn much more from face-to-face meetings
than they do from manuals or other sources.
That’s what this meeting is all about. Go to
www.mlmug.org/sfl.html for details.

Macintosh Programming SIG/
Philly Mac Programming Group
The objective of this group is to help
members become more familiar with the
concepts of Macintosh and iOS
programming, i.e., the elements of the
Macintosh GUI, user interaction, file system,
etc., and the main Mac programming tools:
AppleScript, Java, C, and Objective C.
The Philly Mac Programming SIG meets at
10:30 AM on the first Saturday of each
month, but usually skips January and July.
Contact Deivy Petrescu, Chair, for venue
information. www.phillymacprog.org. The
next meeting will probably be at Ludington
Library in Bryn Mawr.
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Membership Information
Membership dues are $25 for individuals
and $35 for families. Memberships are
based on your anniversary date, which is
the month you joined. You will be e-mailed
reminders when membership fee is due.
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if
you’ve been visiting for some time, but
haven’t joined, consider these BENEFITS
OF MEMBERSHIP:
• Monthly meetings, where you can
learn, share, and meet everyone from
working Mac professionals to new
Mac users from all backgrounds.
• Monthly newsletter, which is full of
interesting Mac news, tips, and
information.
• Useful free items at the monthly
Raﬄes.
• Discounts. Vendors oﬀer special
prices to User Group members.
• Web Site with 12 months of
MLMUG newsletters, meeting
information, a member directory,
directions to our meetings, and
much more! Our web site is
www.mlmug.org.
• MLMUG Mailing List, to post
technical questions or comments to
each other and the experts within
the group.
• Reviewers keep items reviewed.
Are you ready to join? Please make a
check payable to MLMUG and bring it to
a monthly meeting or mail it to:
Treasurer, MLMUG
P.O. Box 1374
Southeastern, PA 19399
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Bookmarks
Use YouTube!
By Mark Bazrod
Do you think of YouTube as a site to view entertainment videos? If you do, you’re
missing a good bit of the substantial benefits of YouTube.
YouTube is a free video-sharing website for users to view videos from all over the
world on just about any subject. It’s hard to believe, but 300 hours of content are
uploaded to YouTube every minute! Most of the videos are from individuals, but
businesses are increasingly uploading videos as part of their marketing
campaigns.

Economist, Lord Byron, Adam Smith, and on and on. If you’re interested in a
subject, someone has probably uploaded a video on it.
2. Watch videos which you will never see elsewhere. Many videos are only
uploaded to YouTube, although people will often put YouTube URLs on their
Facebook and other social media sites.

YouTube was created in 2005 to enable people to share videos regardless of the
protocols they used to create the videos, the algorithms they used to compress
the videos, and the applications they used to view the videos. It was so
successful that Google bought it in 2006 for $1.65 billion. It is now the dominant
provider of online video with a 43% market share in the US and is the third most
visited website after Google and Facebook.

3. Serendipity. If you browse through the recommended videos or the most
viewed videos, you’ll find subjects you never thought of before, but which you
find are interesting. But be forewarned: an hour can go by before you realize it.

It is available in 61 languages, although I think more than 90% of the content is
in English. It is available on Macs, PCs, tablets and smartphones, which is to say
it is available on just about any device..

4. Learning. If you want to learn about a subject, you can Google it and read
about. You can also do a search on YouTube and watch and hear about it. For
many subjects, the latter search is more helpful. For example, which do you
think is more eﬀective - reading about how to play golf or watching a video
instructing you how to play golf?

The chart on the next column shows how the growth of views for the top Super
Bowl ads on YouTube has increased over the years., The last ad, for Clash of
Clans, was viewed over 30 million times.

5. Technology questions. You have a problem with your Mac, you will be
amazed by the amount of material on YouTube on how to solve Mac (or other
devices) problems. There are also videos to help you solve car problems,
refrigerator problems, TV problems, etc.

YouTube is obviously immensely popular. So why do people spend so much time
watching YouTube?
1. Watch just about anything. Interested in learning to play pool? There are
hundreds of videos. How about quilting, the 2016 presidential election, John
Oliver, immigration into Europe, immigration into the US, the earthquake in
Nepal, origami, the Apple Watch, Blacklist, glacier calving, fish tanks, Sesame
Street World War I and II, games, Star Wars, jokes, celebrities, TED talks, slowmotion video, the 1960s, Jimmy Fallon, master chefs, Angry Birds, the

6. Music. Yes, music is one of the many subjects included in Reason 1, but it’s
an important one and deserves special mention because many of us would
never think of YouTube as a source of music. From classical music to opera to
jazz to rock ’n roll to heavy metal to hip-hop, you’ll see videos on YouTube.
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7. Comedy. As with music, many, many videos.
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Below the Recommended Videos are some channels I have subscribed to or
which YouTube is recommending for me. A channel on YouTube is the homepage
for an account. What you see is a horizontal strip of six thumbnails of public
videos in that account. It also indicates the number of subscribers to that
account.

8. Learn a language. You can take courses on a language on YouTube. In
addition, if you are already learning a language, you can listen to people
speaking that language.
9 and 10, 11, 12, etc. As you start to use YouTube, I’m sure you’ll find many
more reasons for using it.

On the left-hand sidebar is a list of various sections. The first group is What to
Watch (which is the home page just described), My Channel, History (what I
have watched), and Watch Later (what I’ve indicated I want to watch later). The
next section is Playlists, somewhat similar to what you have in iTunes. Next is
Subscriptions which is a listing of channels I have subscribed to. The last group
is Browse Channels and Manage Subscriptions. The Browse Channels
recommends channels to you sorted by categories, such as Music, Comedy,
Film & Entertainment, Gaming, Beauty & Fashion, From TV, Automotive, etc. The
heading indicates how many channels are in the category. Music had 3,268,
Automotive had only 333. You’ll see a thumbnail of one channel, but there is a
horizontal strip scrolling through other channels in that category.

How do you use YouTube
It’s free. Go to youtube.com and register. You can then search from within
YouTube.
Alternatively, you can search for YouTube and the subject you’re interested in or
the question you have. It will take you directly onto YouTube channels (explained
below) with videos on the subject or it will take you directly to the videos
themselves.
Here is a YouTube “homepage”.

Conclusion
YouTube has an immense number of videos available to you. So if
you’d like to learn about a subject, want more information on a
subject, or have a question, especially on technology, I highly
recommend you take a look at YouTube.
P.S. This column only relates to viewing videos on YouTube. You
can also upload videos to YouTube. Try viewing first; then go to
YouTube and learn how to make and upload videos.

The major part of the page is Recommended Videos, based upon the pages I
have viewed. Of the first 12 video thumbnails, seven relate to Apple and its
products. The other five seem to have no relation to anything that I watched
before. When I opened YouTube two minutes later the 12 recommended videos
were a bit diﬀerent.
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Gary Marshall posted the following article to techradar.com on April 10, 2015.
tinyurl.com/k6g385k © Future Publishing Limited He is a regular writer for
TechRadar, having written his first bit of tech journalism back in 1998. Gary lives
near Glasgow and blogs at bigmouthstrikesagain.com.

Macbook Pro 13-Inch With Retina Display (Early 2015)
Review
The fastest small MacBook Pro yet is a force of nature.

By Gary Marshall
Our Verdict
The 2014 13-inch MacBook Pro was arguably Apple's best laptop, and the 2015
model is better still. If your next MacBook needs to be reliable, powerful and
practical, the newest MacBook Pro is the only way to go.
For: Retina Display, Faster processor, Superb battery life
Against:
small

Force Touch underdeveloped, Unchanged design, Base storage feels
Looks familiar? The external design is unchanged from the 2014 model

Text is too tiny to be legible at that setting, but opting for one in-between, such
as 1,920 x 1,200, lets you fit much more of spreadsheets and other apps into the
display than any of the default screen resolutions at the expensive of clarity.

Introduction
The New MacBook has grabbed most of the headlines in recent weeks, but
Apple has refreshed some of its MacBook Pros and MacBook Airs too — except
for one.

Still, even on the four default resolutions there's plenty of room for even the most
screen-intensive pro apps, and OS X Yosemite's divisive design looks much
better on Retina displays than it does on lower density screens.

While the 15-inch MacBook Pro is waiting for Intel's newest Core i7 processors,
the 13-inch Retina MacBook Pro has received some changes that make it a
significant upgrade. An upgrade to Intel's newest Broadwell CPU, along with a
pressure-sensitive Force Touch Trackpad are the most significant of the lot.

It's a shame that Apple hasn't shaved even a millimetre or two oﬀ the MacBook
Pro with Retina's chassis. The 2013 MacBook Pro with Retina was 25% thinner
than its predecessor, and it made a huge diﬀerence to that machine's portability
and overall appeal. Sure, Apple has outed the new MacBook which will attract
the thin-and-light laptop die-hards, but those of us requiring power, ports and all
of the rest would have still appreciated a slightly slimmer model.

Design
On the outside, it's business as usual. The 13-inch Macbook Pro hasn't had a
radical redesign, and its shape, dimensions, weight and port configurations are
identical to the outgoing model. That means two Thunderbolt 2 ports, a USB 3.0
port, a headphone jack and a MagSafe 2 port on the left, and a second USB 3.0
port, SDXC card slot and HDMI 1.4 port on the right.

Feel the force
The only external change is something you can't see: the way the trackpad
works. The MacBook Pro has a new, non-mechanical Force Touch trackpad,
which provides tactile feedback and can detect various levels of force. For
example, you might press to fast-forward a video and press harder to speed it
up more.

The screen resolution is 2,560 x 1,600 pixels, but you actually get the screen
real-estate of a 1,280 x 800 pixel-resolution display due to the pixel-doubled
eﬀect that provides Retina-like sharpness. Apps like SwitchResX allow you to
access even higher resolutions than OS X allows, stretching all the way up to
3,360 x 2,100.
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For now, the haptic feedback simply replicates the feeling of clicking a
mechanical trackpad (something it does perfectly – you really feel like you're
pressing a real button), but over time Apple is likely to find other uses for the
pressure sensitive technology. You can adjust the sensitivity of the trackpad and
the strength of its feedback in System Preferences, and while you're there you
might want to re-enable the three-finger drag; it's switched oﬀ by default now.

MAY 2015

You can also specify a built-to-order MacBook Pro with a 3.1GHz dual-core Core
i7 (with boost to 3.4GHz) with 4MB of shared L3 cache, up to 16GB of RAM and
up to 1TB of flash storage. Assuming you're customizing the 2.9GHz model,
those upgrades cost $250, around $235, and around $590, respectively.
The MacBook Pro's battery has been improved too. On paper it doesn't look like
much – it's a 74.9Wh battery compared to its predecessor's 71.8Wh – but the
new MacBook Pro delivers significantly improved battery life. Apple claims 10
hours of wireless web browsing and 12 hours of iTunes movie playback.

Interestingly, Apple hasn't put its new MacBook keyboard into the Pro models
just yet, so you get the familiar chiclet keys with a scissor mechanism
underneath. To our fingers they aren't as comfortable as the non-chiclet
keyboards in the first Intel MacBook Pros, but maybe we're just being nostalgic.
Nevertheless, if you're all about the typing, the MacBook Air is a little more
comfortable.

Last but not least there's 802.11ac Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 4.0, which deliver Applespecific features such as AirDrop file transfer and Continuity/Handoﬀ
communication with iOS apps and communications.

There are three standard models to choose from, priced at $1,299, $1,499 and
$1,799.

Performance
The MacBook Pro is significantly faster than its predecessor, and while we still
wouldn't recommend the 13-inch MacBook Pro (or any other machine with
integrated graphics) for serious gaming, our benchmarks show that graphics
performance has improved.

Each model has a Broadwell processor: a 2.7GHz dual-core fifth-generation
Core i5 in the $1,299 and $1,499 models and a 2.9GHz dual-core Core i5 in the
most expensive option. The 2.7GHz processors can run at up to 3.3GHz in Turbo
Boost mode, and the 2.9GHz processor can run at up to 3.4GHz. The model we
tested was the stock $1,299, 2.7GHz one.

Here's how the MacBook Pro 13-inch with Retina display fared in our benchmark
tests:

All three processors come with 3MB of shared L3 cache and 8GB of 1,866MHz
LPDDR3 RAM, and they're teamed with 128, 256 or 512GB of PCIe-based flash
storage and Intel Iris Graphics 6100. Previous MacBook Pros had Iris Graphics
5100, and Apple claims 20% to 40% improvements in graphics performance.

Benchmarks
Cinebench R15 Single Core: 124 cb; Multi Core: 310 cb
Geekbench 3 Single Core: 3287; Multi Core 7107
Xbench (CPU and disk): 491.26
NovaBench Overall: 41; Graphics: 95;
Unigine Heaven 4.0 FPS: 21.3; Overall: 41
Battery, streaming 1080p video via Wi-Fi: 12 hours 4 minutes

Spec list
Here is the full spec sheet:
CPU: 2.7GHz dual-core Intel Core i5 with 3MB L3 cache (Turbo Boost up to
3.1GHz)
Graphics: Intel Iris Graphics 6100
RAM: 8GB
Screen: 13.3-inch IPS, 2,560 x 1,600 pixels
Storage: 128GB SSD
Optical Drive: n/a
Ports: 2 x Thunderbolt 2, 2 x USB 3.0, SDXC card slot, HDMI, headphone
Connectivity: 801.11ac Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 4.0
Camera: FaceTime HD
Weight: 3.48lbs (1.58kg)
Size: 12.35 x 8.62 x 0.71-inches (W x D x H)

The MacBook Pro with Retina comfortably beat the equivalent 13-inch model
from 2014 in all benchmarked areas. In Xbench, which provides an indication of
a Mac's overall performance, it came in at 9% faster than the 2014 model's
Haswell variant. Geekbench, which tests the CPU, saw the new MacBook score
7,107 points on the multi-core test compared to its predecessor's 6,852.
The new MacBook has seen an upgrade from Intel Iris Graphics 5100 to Iris
Graphics 6100, which includes an increased number of execution units (48 to 40)
but sees clock speed reduced from 1200 to 1100MHz. In NovaBench, it scored
95 in the Graphics test versus lat year's 79, signalling an 18% improvement.
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Even with improved integrated graphics onboard, the MacBook Pro remains a
poor choice for serious gamers. It will certainly be capable of running older titles
at 60Hz in a Boot Camp installation on Windows (think games using Valve's
Source engine — such as Counter Strike and TF2), but don't expect anything
like Battlefield: Hardline to play smooth as butter.

We're not huge fans of current Mac laptop keyboards, and for now the Force
Touch trackpad feels more like a gimmick than anything particularly useful – it
isn't making the MacBook Pro any thinner or lighter and doesn't have any
compelling reason to exist just yet. If you haven't embraced the (i)Cloud, 128GB
of storage may feel a little constrained too.

The biggest surprise was the battery, which was still happily streaming 1080p
video over Wi-Fi after more than twelve hours. It finally ran out of puﬀ after a
truly impressive twelve hours and four minutes. Not everybody is happy with the
new 13-inch MacBook Pro's performance, however. Some users have reported
UI lag and significant battery drain.

Final verdict
Where the new MacBook sacrifices performance and ports for portability, the
MacBook Pro makes no such compromises. It's lightweight enough that you
needn't fear a dislocated shoulder from lugging it around, and the improved
performance and battery life will delight road warriors and coﬀee shop loungers
alike.

Bundled software
As with all new Macs the MacBook Pro comes with Apple's own iWork and iLife
apps, including:
Photos
iMovie
Garageband
Pages
Numbers
Keynote
Safari
Mail
Messages

It's more expensive than an Ultrabook – for example, Dell's excellent XPS 13 is
almost half the price – and the non-Retina MacBook Pro is around $150 cheaper,
but the former won't tempt OS X fans and the latter means going without that
superb screen. We wouldn't. Unless you need serious storage, the 13-inch
MacBook Pro oﬀers an incredible amount of bang for your bucks.

FaceTime
Calendar
Contacts
App Store
iTunes
iBooks
Maps
Photo Booth
Time Machine

The MLMUG Book Library
By Helge Gunther, Librarian
One additional benefit of coming to MLMUG’s monthly meetings is the
opportunity to borrow books from MLMUG library.

Verdict
The MacBook Pro hasn't undergone a dramatic reimagining, but then there
wasn't anything particularly wrong with it in the first place. Improvements to its
performance mean it's better value than before, and the noticeably improved
battery life makes it even more of a mobile workhorse.

To borrow books, visit my Library Table at the meeting, where you can
see the actual items. You borrow them this month and return them next
month. All you have to do to borrow a book is to sign and date the index
card inside the selected book’s back cover and give the card to me.
When you return the book, hand it to me.
There is no particular limit on the number of books you may borrow at
one time – it is first come, first served. You may even take out a book for
an additional month provided nobody else has reserved it.

As ever the cost of adding memory and storage soon sends the price tag into
orbit, but even the stock $1,299 MacBook Pro is an incredibly versatile computer
and arguably Apple's best ever laptop. The new MacBook may be more
portable, but the Pro has all the power.

We are somewhat restricted by how many books can be ‘lugged’ in to
every meeting. Thirty is about the limit. A suggestion: if you come across
a book that you have found really helpful and which you think might be
useful to other members, let us know and we will try and get a copy
for the library.

We liked
Apple has taken an already impressive laptop and made it better. It's faster, it
lasts longer and the screen is superb. It'll be interesting to see whether the Force
Touch trackpad gets any must-have applications too.

For a listing of the books, go to www.mlmug.org/mlmugsecure/
BookLib.html.

We disliked
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Jason Snell posted the following article to macworld.com on April 9, 2015.
tinyurl.com/mh427l5. © Mac Publishing, LLC. Jason has been a technology
writer/analyst for more than 20 years and has a Master's degree in journalism.
Prior to founding Six Colors, he was Macworld Editorial Director.
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The new MacBook is one of those Apple products. It feels like it came from the
future, and didn’t bring its ecosystem with it. With its single USB-C port for both
charging and peripherals, it’s unlike any Mac previously made. It’s the smallest,
lightest Mac laptop ever, oﬀers a Retina display, and yet it boasts all-day battery
life. Using it alone will be a pleasure, but trying to plug it in to all your existing
technology will be a pain.

Review: The New 12-Inch Macbook Is A Laptop
Without An Ecosystem

Exterior

By Jason Snell

Clearly Apple’s goal with the new MacBook was to reduce it in every conceivable
dimension. Its width is defined by the width of the keyboard, bringing to mind
the old 12-inch PowerBook, which was similarly constrained. That makes it
seven-tenths of an inch narrower than even the 11-inch MacBook Air, and 1.7
inches narrower than the 13-inch Air. I deeply loved that old 12-inch PowerBook,
and one of the reasons was that it was no wider than its keyboard. Ten years
later, Apple has once again created a laptop whose keyboard goes right to the
edge, and I love it.

At a Glance
The new MacBook is the
future of Apple laptops. The
Force Touch trackpad, Retina
display, and 2 pound weight
make up for the MacBook's
weak keyboard and slower
performance, but not
everyone can live on...
A p p l e ’s o f t e n b e e n a
company that pushes new
technology into a world
that’s reluctant to receive it
or doesn’t know what to
make of it. It’s a company that’s often designing for what it sees as the world of
the future and not today. The first iMac dropped oﬀ legacy ports and embraced
the then-unknown connection standard called USB. The MacBook Air ditched
optical media. Even the current Mac Pro is a complete redefinition of what the
standard features of a professional workstation should be.
This approach has its strengths and weaknesses. Apple has rightfully gained a
reputation for being on the cutting edge. Its designs push the entire computer
industry forward—sometimes kicking and screaming. But it can be painful to live
on the cutting edge. New iMac buyers couldn’t use any of their old Mac
accessories without buying adapters, and it was months before USB
accessories were widespread. MacBook Air owners had to grapple with their
inability to insert a CD or DVD to install software.

The new MacBook is noticeably thinner and lighter than even the 11-inch MacBook Air.

The MacBook is 7.7 inches deep, making it deeper than the 11-inch MacBook
Air, but not the 13-inch model. This added depth owes to the ratio of the
MacBook’s display—it’s a 16:10 aspect ratio like the 13-inch Air, rather than the
16:9 ratio found on the 11-inch model. Much more about that display in a little
bit.

Using a computer that feels like it fell through a time warp from the future is fun,
but if that computer drops through the wormhole without any compatible
accessories then there’s going to be some aggravation, too.

But of course, the dimension Apple has tended to be most obsessed with is
thickness, or as it’s been called since the Titanium PowerBook G4 was “1 inch
thin,” thinness. And of course the MacBook delivers: I’ve used an 11-inch
MacBook Air for many years, and the MacBook seems impossibly thin.
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At its thickest point, the MacBook is 0.52 inches thick. The 11-inch Air, in
comparison, is 0.68 inches thick at that same point. I admit that 0.14 inches, or 4
millimeters, is not a whole lot of diﬀerence, but shaving one-fifth of the thickness
oﬀ the MacBook Air is still a pretty impressive accomplishment.

MAY 2015

This has several ramifications. First, Apple’s added a new click gesture called the
Force click—which is what happens when you click and then push a little bit
harder, until you feel a second click. Apple’s built in force-click actions to many
of its apps, including the Finder (it opens a Quick Look window), and other
developers can choose to support it too.

USB-C is the only port you get, besides the headphone jack. This'll be no big
deal someday, but today it's kind of a pain.
Then there’s the weight, which is 2.03 pounds, down from 2.38 pounds on the
11-inch Air, and 2.96 pounds on the 13-inch Air. Again, this is a major reduction
—especially for 13-inch Air users—and even as a user of the 11-inch Air, I
noticed how light the MacBook was as I toted it around.
To make the MacBook this thin, Apple’s had to make some compromises. The
device is positively iOS-like in its lack of ports—it’s got a headphone jack and a
single USB-C port rather than the Lightning port found on iPads and iPhones.
This is about as minimal as a computer can get, at least until wireless charging
becomes standard.
The MacBook also shows a familial resemblance to iOS devices in its color
options: silver, space gray, and gold are now on the menu. The MacBook I tested
is a base model of the space gray variety, and while the diﬀerence is subtle, it’s
fun to use a Mac laptop that isn’t silver for the first time in ages. It matches well
with my space gray iPhone 6 and iPad mini. The Apple logo on the device is also
no longer backlit by a cutout that allows the screen backlighting to shine
through, but is instead mirrored like the Apple logo on an iPad.

The Force Touch trackpad has software-controlled haptic feedback, which developers will
be able to take advantage of too.

With the darker gray color, taller display, and the large square keys, the
MacBook actually reminds me of Google’s Chromebook Pixel (itself a gorgeous
bit of hardware), only much smaller. Physically, this is a device that shows oﬀ all
of Apple’s skill as a hardware developer and everything it’s learned from building
iPhones and iPads. This is the iPad of laptops.

Developers also have the ability to access the haptics in the trackpad to provide
another dimension of interface feedback. Apple can vibrate the trackpad to
provide extra feedback—for example, imagine an app letting you know that the
object you’re dragging has reached the center of the document by giving you a
brief bump on the trackpad. It will be interesting to see experimentation with this
new piece of hardware.

Trackpad
Like the 13-inch MacBook Pro that preceded it to market by a few weeks, the
MacBook features Apple’s new Force Touch trackpad. I like it, though it took me
a day or two to get used to the more subtle click feel. To say that this trackpad’s
surface doesn’t move isn’t entirely accurate—the material flexes, subtly, but the
clicking sensation you feel is generated by a haptic device that’s shaking the
surface slightly when sensors detect that you’ve applied an appropriate amount
of pressure. The net eﬀect is that it feels like a click, but it’s controlled by
software.

But the bottom line is, this is a trackpad, and it feels like one—plus it’s
programmable.
Keyboard
One of the biggest compromises Apple made in designing the MacBook to be as
thin and light as possible was to create a new, thinner keyboard. In order to
make the keyboard thinner, Apple reduced the amount of key travel—the amount
of distance that the keys move when you press them.
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As someone who types for a living, and who types roughly 115 words per
minute, this is a huge change. The reduced key travel is instantly noticeable—
there’s just much less physical feedback as you press each individual key. It
feels like a cross between typing on a more traditional Mac keyboard and
tapping on the hard glass screen of an iPad. (No travel at all there!)

MAY 2015

I miss MagSafe, but USB laptop charging was inevitable.
I have to say, I’m going to miss MagSafe. I can pick up my MacBook Air and
push oﬀ the power connector in one quick motion, but with the MacBook I have
to grab the laptop with one hand and then pull the cord out with the other hand.
It’s the tiniest of inconveniences, to be sure, but it’s a regression nonetheless.
And yes, if someone trips over the power cable, the MacBook will go flying.

Apple seems to have realized that the reduced travel has made this keyboard
less appealing, and has attempted to oﬀset the change with a bunch of other
changes that improve the typing experience. There’s a new butterfly key
mechanism atop stainless steel dome switches, which Apple says increases key
stability, and the keys are all a bit wider than on a traditional keyboard, so there’s
more area to hit on each key.

The MagSafe connector included a small LED that lit up to indicate that it was
attached and charging. That’s gone, but in a nice touch, when you insert the
USB-C cable into the MacBook (or plug the already-inserted cable into the wall),
the MacBook sounds an iOS-style chime to let you know it’s charging. There’s
no visual indication, however.

These changes help, but they don’t really oﬀset the reduced travel. The
MacBook keyboard’s better than I expected it to be—I was able to score 118
words per minute on TypeRacer using it—but it never felt particularly
comfortable. If you’re not a keyboard snob, you may not even notice the
diﬀerence, but if there’s any single feature that would make me reluctant to buy a
MacBook, it would be the keyboard.

Then there’s the fact that this MacBook is the very first Mac to ship with a USBC connector. In a few years, this connector type will be common, and we’ll notso-fondly remember the days of the original USB port shape. But right now this
is a port type that’s on the cutting edge, and the transition will be diﬃcult. When
I first started up the MacBook, I wanted to use Apple’s Migration Assistant utility
to move files from my MacBook Air. I held down the T key at startup to put the
MacBook into target-disk mode, and then I realized that I had no way to connect
it to any other device I own. (I finally was able to connect the MacBook to my
Ethernet network by attaching Apple’s $29 USB Ethernet adapter to Apple’s $19
USB-C to USB adapter, and attaching that monstrosity to the MacBook itself.)

Beyond the changes to the key movement itself, this keyboard oﬀers a few other
interesting features. Each key is individually LED backlit, which is supposed to
reduce light leakage, but I found the lighting of the key labels not to be uniform.
Edges of several key labels (the left side of the Esc key, the bottom of the delete
and tab keys) were darker, as if they weren’t properly lit.

As I write this, Monoprice has announced a
whole bunch of USB-C cables, including one
that would’ve worked perfectly to attach the
MacBook to another Mac for target mode.
Belkin announced a similar clutch of products a
few weeks back. The USB-C ecosystem is
coming, and that’s good, but out of the box
today the MacBook is basically not compatible
with anything you own. You’ll need to buy a
bunch of adapters and cables if you need to It's annoying to have to buy
make it work with the rest of the world. If cables and adapters to use this
you ever need to hook into a projector or MacBook, but Apple's embrace
other video display, you’ll want to buy a of USB-C will lead to cheaper,
USB-C video adapter and carry it with you, more ubiquitous cables in the
because for quite some time nobody else is long run.
going to have one for you to borrow.

The Esc key has been elongated and the function keys narrowed, which didn’t
really bother me. However, the redesign of the arrow keys really shook me–the
up and down arrows are still half-height, but the left and right arrows are now full
sized. It turns out that I used the gaps above the left and right arrow keys on
prior keyboards to orient by feel, so I knew which arrow key was which. On the
MacBook’s keyboard, there’s no longer a gap–and I kept having to look down to
make sure I was tapping the up arrow key.
Port, just the one
The MacBook will probably go down in history for a single reason: It’s got a
single port for both charging and connecting to other devices, and that port is of
the USB-C variety.
First, the single port thing. MagSafe, the magnetic charging technology that has
adorned all Apple laptops since 2006, is gone. The MacBook comes with a
USB-C charging brick and a USB-C-to-USB-C cable, and that’s what you use to
charge.

And then gradually, over time, the MacBook’s use of USB-C will cease to be an
issue. USB-C itself is an exciting new technology. You don’t have to worry about
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whether you’re plugging it in upside-down or not, so it’ll save you time and
frustration. Someone will make a great docking station to use with it. This will all
become mainstream, eventually, but right now it’s not.
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The MacBook’s display is covered edge-to-edge with glass, with a black bezel
underneath. This is the style that the MacBook Pro line has had for some time,
but it’ll be a change for MacBook Air users. The MacBook Air’s display has a
large silver bezel around the screen, but this look is much simpler and more
attractive, and I didn’t notice any real diﬀerence in glare versus the Air’s display.

Apple’s argument with the MacBook, as it was back in 2008 with the first
MacBook Air, is that everything’s becoming wireless, so ports don’t matter.
That’s certainly more true now than it was seven years ago. The MacBook is a
device built for people who are not plugging and unplugging external devices
every day, and there are more of those people now than ever. But if you’re not
one of those people, this is not the laptop you’re looking for.

No need for speed?
The MacBook is powered by Intel’s Core M processor, which is designed to be
power eﬃcient and cool. (The MacBook has no fan—it’s completely silent, even
when stressed out.) It’s not designed to be fast, and by the standards of all of
Apple’s other current laptops, it’s not. It’s not fast by the standards of last year’s
models. Or those of the year before. I pulled out every laptop in my house dating
back four years and the base model MacBook is slower than all of them–though
to be fair, my four-year-old MacBook Air is the top-of-the-line model. Still, it’s not
a stretch to say that the MacBook is bringing 2010 performance to 2015.

Display
Everyone’s talking about the size of the MacBook and its single USB port, but
the marquee feature of the product is really its screen. This 12-inch retina display
introduces high-resolution Mac display goodness to a small, light laptop for the
first time ever. The display’s physical resolution is 2304 by 1440 pixels, meaning
that at standard “2x” retina resolution, it’s the equivalent of a 1152x720 display.

Does it matter? If you’re a power user who likes to read super-long reviews of
Apple laptops, it might. I honestly gave some thought to not even including test
scores in this review, because if you’re the kind of person who seeks the longest
bar, the MacBook just won’t please you.
Geekbench scores new macbook

I like the new MacBook's black bezel, as compared to the MacBook Air line (11-inch to the
left, 13-inch on the right).

But here’s the thing: At that resolution, the 12-inch display seems small. Like,
really small. Nearly unusably small. So Apple has made the decision to ship the
MacBook with its default resolution scaled to emulate a 1280 x 800 display,
roughly the same screen area as you’d find on an 11-inch MacBook Air.
Fortunately, the scaled resolution looks really good. But after a little while, I
decided I wanted my display scaled even more, so I switched it to the More
Space setting, which emulates a 1440x900 display, the equivalent number of
pixels as the 13-inch Air. This was the setting I used for the rest of my time with
the MacBook.

See?

But the Intel processors in Mac laptops have been so powerful for so long that
I’m not sure it matters for most users. I fancy myself a bit of a power user, what
with my Photoshop and my Logic Pro, and you know what? I was able to edit a
multi-track Logic project on the MacBook just fine. Yes, bouncing the final
project to disk took longer than it does on my 5K iMac or even my 2014
MacBook Air, but it still exported.
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Similarly, although the MacBook is limited to 8GB of RAM, this seemed suﬃcient
for all of my tasks. If you’re someone who can’t use a laptop if it doesn’t have
more than 8GB of RAM, there are better options in Apple’s laptop line—
specifically, the MacBook Pro.

MAY 2015

This is a laptop that will serve its audience well. That audience is one that
prioritizes size, weight, and stylishness over compatibility and ports and
computing power. I’d say that this isn’t a laptop for power users, but I don’t think
that’s true—there are whole classes of “power users” who don’t actually need
more power than the MacBook can provide.

I never found using the MacBook sluggish. Then again, I didn’t try to play games
on it. But again, if you’re trying to play games on the MacBook, you may be
missing the point. The integrated Intel HD Graphics 5300 processor is more than
enough to drive the Retina display with no lag, and I found Apple’s various
interface animations ran smoothly.

But if your workflow includes lots of USB flash drives and external hard drives, if
you’ve invested in Thunderbolt hard drives or displays, or if your work really
does require 16GB of RAM and the very fastest processors around, the
MacBook won’t be a good fit. Fortunately, Apple’s isn’t ceasing production of the
MacBook Pro—and it oﬀers all of that and more.

Like a great many computer features that used to be essential, speed appears to
have become a high-end luxury. In 2010, if you handed me a new laptop that
was as fast as the average Mac laptop from 2005, it would probably have felt
sluggish and unusable. But honestly, I wouldn’t have any qualms using this
MacBook as a travel machine, just as I’ve chosen to use the 11-inch MacBook
Air rather than a MacBook Pro. Opting for a tiny, thin laptop doesn’t mean you
can’t get your work done. It’s a lesson the 11-inch Air taught me, and the
MacBook fits that tale well.

As a longtime user of the MacBook Air line, I look at the MacBook with a mix of
excitement and trepidation. This is the future of Apple’s thin and light laptop line,
as well as a warning that we’re about to enter a transition period for devices as
Apple begins to embrace USB-C. And ultimately that’s the trade-oﬀ here: To get
the cutting edge technology, you’ve got to deal with the incompatibilities and
limitations that go with it.
People who are willing to deal with the pains in order to get their hands on a
product like this, you know who you are. It’s waiting for you. The rest of the
world will catch up, in time.

Battery
By using the Intel Core M and packing in a whole lot of battery, Apple claims that
the MacBook boasts “all day battery life.” Of course, these things are relative—
editing a Logic Pro project will suck the battery out of even the hardiest laptop.
But in general, I was extremely impressed with the battery life of the MacBook.

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2015 MEETINGS

During my testing I tried to spend as long as possible between charges, and was
continually surprised at how little the MacBook was draining its battery. I spent
most of a workday with the MacBook in my living room and at a nearby
Starbucks and didn’t get close to running out of battery.

January 10
February 14
March 14
April 11
May 9
June 13
July 11
August
September 11
October 10
November 14
December 12

Now you can pick your seat without having to scope out its proximity to an
available power outlet.
It will take a long time to break old-school laptop users out of the habit of
constantly seeking a power plug in order to avoid “range anxiety,” but if there’s a
laptop that can do it, it’s probably the MacBook.
Bottom line
The MacBook is a gorgeous piece of hardware. The Retina display is excellent,
and I’m really loving the Force Touch trackpad. The keyboard is more of a hit-ormiss aﬀair; if you’re someone who is particular about your keyboards and
spends a whole lot of time typing, it may be a deal-breaker.
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The Apple Watch is far from perfect, and, starting at $350 and going all the way
up to $17,000, it isn’t cheap. Though it looks quite smart, with a selection of
stylish leather and metallic bands that make for a sharp departure from most
wearable devices, the Apple Watch works like a first-generation device, with all
the limitations and flaws you’d expect of brand-new technology.

Apple Watch Review: Bliss, But Only After A Steep
Learning Curve

What’s more, unlike previous breakthrough Apple products, the Watch’s software
requires a learning curve that may deter some people. There’s a good chance it
will not work perfectly for most consumers right out of the box, because it is
best after you fiddle with various software settings to personalize use. Indeed, to
a degree unusual for a new Apple device, the Watch is not suited for tech
novices. It is designed for people who are inundated with notifications coming in
through their phones, and for those who care to think about, and want to try to
manage, the way the digital world intrudes on their lives.

By Farhad Manjoo
It took three days — three long, often confusing and frustrating days — for me to
fall for the Apple Watch. But once I fell, I fell hard.
First there was a day to learn the device’s initially complex user interface. Then
another to determine how it could best fit it into my life. And still one more to
figure out exactly what Apple’s first major new product in five years is trying to
do — and, crucially, what it isn’t.

Still, even if it’s not yet for everyone, Apple is on to something with the device.
The Watch is just useful enough to prove that the tech industry’s fixation on
computers that people can wear may soon bear fruit. In that way, using the
Apple Watch over the last week reminded me of using the first iPhone. Apple’s
first smartphone was revolutionary not just because it did what few other phones
could do, but also because it showed oﬀ the possibilities of a connected mobile
computer. As the iPhone and its copycats became more powerful and
ubiquitous, the mobile computer became the basis of a wide range of powerful
new tech applications, from messaging to ride-sharing to payments.

It was only on Day 4 that I began appreciating the ways in which the elegant
$650 computer on my wrist was more than just another screen. By notifying me
of digital events as soon as they happened, and letting me act on them instantly,
without having to fumble for my phone, the Watch became something like a
natural extension of my body — a direct link, in a way that I’ve never felt before,
from the digital world to my brain. The eﬀect was so powerful that people
who’ve previously commented on my addiction to my smartphone started
noticing a change in my behavior; my wife told me that I seemed to be getting
lost in my phone less than in the past. She found that a blessing.

Similarly, the most exciting thing about the Apple Watch isn’t the device itself,
but the new tech vistas that may be opened by the first mainstream wearable
computer. On-body devices have obvious uses in health care and payments. As
the tech analyst Tim Bajarin has written, Apple also seems to be pushing a vision
of the Watch as a general-purpose remote control for the real world, a nearly
bionic way to open your hotel room, board a plane, call up an Uber or otherwise
have the physical world respond to your desires nearly automatically.
These situations suggest that the Watch may push us to new heights of
collective narcissism. Yet in my week with the device, I became intrigued by the
opposite possibility — that it could address some of the social angst wrought by
smartphones. The Apple Watch’s most ingenious feature is its “taptic engine,”
which alerts you to diﬀerent digital notifications by silently tapping out one of
several distinct patterns on your wrist. As you learn the taps over time, you will
begin to register some of them almost subconsciously: incoming phone calls
and alarms feel throbbing and insistent, a text feels like a gentle massage from a

With a selection of stylish leather and metallic bands, the Apple Watch starts at $350 and
goes all the way up to $17,000.
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friendly bumblebee, and a coming calendar appointment is like the persistent
pluck of a harp. After a few days, I began to get snippets of information from the
digital world without having to look at the screen — or, if I had to look, I glanced
for a few seconds rather than minutes.
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The Watch also has a completely diﬀerent software design from a smartphone.
Though it has a set of apps, interactions are driven more by incoming
notifications as well as a summary view of some apps, known as glances. But
because there isn’t much room on the watch’s screen for visual cues indicating
where you are — in an app, a notification or a glance — in the early days, you’ll
often find yourself lost, and something that works in one place won’t work in
another.

If such on-body messaging systems become more pervasive, wearable devices
can become more than a mere flashy accessory to the phone. The Apple Watch
could usher in a transformation of social norms just as profound as those we
saw with its brother, the smartphone — except, amazingly, in reverse.

Finding nirvana with the watch involves adjusting your notification settings on
your phone so that your wrist does not constantly buzz with information that
doesn’t make sense on the Watch — like Facebook status updates, messages
from Snapchat, or every single email about brownies in the oﬃce kitchen.
Apple’s notification settings have long been unduly laborious; battling them while
your hand is buzzing oﬀ the hook is an extra level of discomfort.

For now, the dreams are hampered by the harsh realities of a new device. The
Watch is not an iPhone on your wrist. It has a diﬀerent set of input mechanisms
— there’s the digital crown, a knob used for scrolling and zooming, and a touch
screen that can be pressed down harder for extra options. There is no full onscreen keyboard, so outbound messages are confined to a set of default
responses, emoji and, when you’re talking to other Watch users, messages that
you can draw or tap.

Other problems: Third-party apps are mostly useless right now. The Uber app
didn’t load for me, the Twitter app is confusing and the app for Starwood hotels
mysteriously deleted itself and then hung up on loading when I reinstalled it. In
the end, though, it did let me open a room at the W Hotel in Manhattan just by
touching the watch face to the door.

The Watch also relies heavily on voice dictation and the voice assistant Siri,
which is more useful on your wrist than on your phone, but still just as hit-ormiss. I grew used to calling on Siri to set kitchen timers or reminders while I was
cooking, or to look up the weather while I was driving. And I also grew used to
her getting these requests wrong almost as often as she got them right.

I also used the Watch to pay for New York cabs and groceries at Whole Foods,
and to present my boarding pass to security agents at the airport. When these
encounters worked, they were magical, like having a secret key to unlock the
world right on my arm. What’s most thrilling about the Apple Watch, unlike other
smartwatches I’ve tried, is the way it invests a user with a general sense of
empowerment. If Google brought all of the world’s digital information to our
computers, and the iPhone brought it to us everywhere, the Watch builds the
digital world directly into your skin. It takes some time getting used to, but once
it clicks, this is a power you can’t live without.
The New York Times announced last week that it had created “one-sentence
stories” for the Apple Watch, so let me end this review with a note that could fit
on the watch’s screen: The first Apple Watch may not be for you — but someday
soon, it will change your world.

An Apple Watch app allows hotel guests to open the door to their room by touching the
watch face to the door.
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Andre Infante posted the following article to makeuseof.com on April 8, 2015.
tinyurl.com/nhk4ue2. © MakeUseOf. He is an journalist and author of two books,
including Really Private Browsing: An Unoﬃcial User's Guide to Tor.

the information that gets dropped tends to be information that people
don’t notice. These algorithms can get a spectacular reduction in file
size with only a small drop in visual quality, and are used for nearly all
audio, video, and pictures.

Five Technologies To Make Sure Your Data Lives
Forever

This is generally a good thing: it allows us to download much higher-quality
content much faster than would be possible if we were stuck using lossless
formats. However, there’s a dark side to lossy formats, and it looks like this:

By Andre Infante
They say that on the Internet, nothing ever goes away.

When you re-encode a file into a lossy format, data is lost. Converting a lossy
format to another lossy format doubles the damage. The above video was
generated by repeatedly converting between two lossy formats many hundreds
of times. By the end, the man speaking has degraded into a nightmarish mess of
color and noise. This process is called generation decay.

This is true, for popular content that’s endlessly shared and remixed. But this
kind of viral candy is only the tip of a really big iceberg. Beneath the surface of
memes and naked celebrities lurks endless petabytes of data too boring for
immortality. Wedding pictures, college essays, home videos, old emails — most
of our data is in this category, and it can be disturbingly ephemeral.

As files travel around the internet, being copied and backed up and remixed and
re-encoded, this data loss adds up, and files can become heavily degraded. As
we get better at lossy encodings and less-eﬃcient file formats fall out of favor,
original versions can be lost forever.

One of the major lessons from physics is that thermodynamics hates your guts.
Computer data is no exception. Flash memory loses its charge in under a
decade. Even under ideal conditions, magnetic hard drives won’t last longer than
about ten years. CD’s, under ideal conditions, last about ten as well. Magnetic
tape, the gold-standard for long-term data storage for industry, stops being
readable after thirty to fifty years.

Hopefully, movie studios care enough to keep a losslessly encoded version of
Cool Hand Luke and Twelve Angry Men safe somewhere, so that we’ll always
have high-quality versions of those files. However, this certainly isn’t true of most
media. Your digital baby photos and home videos will slowly decay as you
transcode them from obsolete formats into new ones.

How Digital Data Dies
This poses a problem, because it makes data storage take eﬀort. Anything that’s
not interesting enough to actively preserve from hard drive to hard drive, cloud
service to cloud service, simply ceases to exist. 99% of our data is simply being
thrown away, into landfills and failed Internet companies. Even for the data we
do care about, the prognosis isn’t good.

The same goes double for online content. The originals of most YouTube videos
likely no longer exist. When YouTube ceases to exist and those videos are
migrated to a new platform, all of them will take a quality hit from the reencoding process. A few generations of video-sharing platforms down the road,
and even those videos that remain popular enough to be copied from platform to
platform will be unacceptably degraded.

Consider the problems posed by data compression. In order to save storage
space and bandwidth, we often use file formats (like .jpg and .mp4) which
compress their contents in some way. The compression algorithms used come in
two general types: lossless and lossy.
◦
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Vint Cerf, Google’s Chief Internet Evangelist, has talked at length about the
dangers of throwing away all this information as cavalierly as we do. During one
interview, Cerf described how in 2005, historian Doris Goodwin wrote a book on
Abraham Lincoln, and studied his habits by visiting libraries across the country,
digging up his old letters, and reconstructing the conversations they embody.
Cerf notes that today, “those letters would be emails and the chances of finding
them will be vanishingly small 100 years from now.”

Lossless formats eliminate redundancy, identifying chunks of the file that
repeat and replacing them with shorter descriptions. This allows you to
reconstruct the original file perfectly later, but can only compress the
data so much (check out the link above for a visual metaphor of how
these algorithms work).

This kind of data decay will pose a huge problem for future historians. The
twenty-first century may well become a gaping hole in the historical record — a
digital dark age.

◦ Lossy formats are much more powerful, but come with major tradeoﬀs. Lossy
formats work by discarding some of the information about the original
file, in order to be able to encode the file in less space. These algorithms
can’t precisely reconstruct the original file, but they’re tuned such that

Can We Do Better?
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One solution to this problem is to develop archival storage that can last for much
longer with less maintenance, so that it’s easier to archive information for the
very long term. A number of smart people are working on this problem, and
we’ve rounded up the best available data on their technologies.
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Until recently, there weren’t many good industrial options for this kind of
timescale. However, recently, an exciting option has emerged called an ‘M-disc.’
These are archival DVDs made out of a thick layer of a “stone-like” mineral
composite which is designed to be etched by special burners (though they can
be read by normal DVD drives). These are absurdly robust, and expected to
survive for at least a thousand years. That’s an ambitious claim, but the
company has some solid research (including a study by the US Department of
Defense) to back it up.

So let’s say you want to back up a file for a really long time. How should you do
it?
~50 years
Solution: Magnetic Tape
If you only need to store your data for a few decades at a time, your best bet is
probably good, old-fashioned magnetic tape (of the kind used by IT departments
all over the world). Stored underground in a cold, dry, magnetically-shielded
environment, with a healthy degree of redundancy, magnetic tape is relatively
stable compared to conventional CDs or hard drives, and only about three times
as expensive as low-end hard drives (about $3.0 per gigabyte).
~100 years
Solution: Archive-quality optical disks
Conventional CDs are a terrible way to store data: the aluminum or silver backing
starts to oxidize as soon as you open the package, and low build quality can
cause other issues. Don’t expect them to last longer than a few years – hours, if
you accidentally leave them in the sun. However, some CDs and DVDs are made
with a gold backing and a much higher build quality. Gold doesn’t oxidize, which
means that these disks can last a long, long time. It’s hard to know exactly how
long, because we haven’t had them for very long, but we can get a good
estimate by taking the disks, being really mean to them, and then trying to
recover the data: this is called an accelerated aging test.

These discs are even reasonably cheap, at 5.7 gigabytes per dollar, though you’ll
also need a special burner. If you’re seriously interested in storing a lot of data
for a long time, M-discs are the clear winner.
~10,000 years
Solution: Engraving extremely stable metals

Based on these tests, manufacturers claim lifespans in the 1-3 century range.
For maximum data density, you can pick up archival Blue Rays for about 2.5
gigabytes per dollar, with a projected lifespan of 200 years. Accelerated aging
tests aren’t a sure thing, but it’s probably safe to count on them for a century or
so. As a bonus, unlike magnetic tape, they require no special equipment to read
and write, so startup costs are minimum.

This is where we start to stray from the beaten path a little. As of right now, there
are no digitally-readable formats that can survive anywhere near ten thousand
years. That means that any data archived for this duration is going to be very
diﬃcult to recover. In some ways, this okay — it’s not like DVD readers are going
to be around in ten thousand years anyway.
So how do you store data for that long? The answer is that the only materials
that can survive those kinds of timescales are chemically stable metals and
gemstones. This technology has already been used in practice for the Voyager
records — gold disks, engraved with information representing audio and images,
which were launched aboard the Voyager probe. The probe is on its way out of
the solar system in order to provide a lasting record of humanity for aliens to
someday find.

~1000 years
Solution: M-Discs
Okay, forget that “century” nonsense, let’s get serious. To give you an idea of the
timescale, one thousand years ago, Earl Eric Haakonsson outlawed berserkers in
Norway for the first time. That’s these guys etched on a bronze plate discovered
in the 20th century:
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One hundred thousand years ago, early man first began to venture oﬀ the
African continent to Europe. If you really care about making sure that your digital
data survives that far into the future, then you have departed the ken of mere
mortals, and probably also sanity and good sense.
Which is not to say that you don’t have options.
Solution: Fossilized DNA
One of the perks of the biotech revolution is that there are plenty of companies
that will create custom DNA for you out of a string of base pairs that you
provide, online, for a marginal fee. Each base pair has four possible
combinations, which can store two bits. The data can then be read by
sequencing those genes at a later date, using a variety of techniques. This
allows DNA to serve as a kind of exotic data storage. Now, by itself, your custom
DNA chains are pretty short-lived, and will chemically break down at room
temperature in a few years. There are a few ways to extend its lifespan.
You could splice your data into the DNA of a long-lived organism, like the Great
Basin Bristlecone pine (which is known to live more than five thousand years).
Because these trees can reproduce, your primary concern then becomes
keeping them safe from the numerous large-scale fires, meteor impacts, and
volcanic eruptions that are going to happen in the future. You might be able to
get your data to survive for a few tens of thousands of years by planting
several forests of archival trees in safe, remote places; but – of course – you’re
not interested in such small potatoes.
In order to really get your money’s worth out of DNA storage, you need to
chemically fix the DNA to protect it against chemical change and radioactive
breakdown. Researchers have found a way to imbed DNA into molten glass in
order to create a “synthetic fossil” that will protect the DNA for extremely long
periods of time. The process is based on natural fossilization, and was
developed after the revelation that it is often possible to extract intact DNA from
fossils millions of years old. With proper use of error-correcting codes and
redundancy, there’s no reason you couldn’t preserve many gigabytes of
information for single-digit millions of years.

A modern take on the issue is nano-lithography. A company called Norsam has
adapted lithography techniques originally developed for engraving
semiconductors, and can use them to etch fine patterns onto surfaces like
diamond or nickel. The resolution is decent (about 165 gigabytes per 12
centimer disk), and it’s also practically indestructible. Stored safely, these disks
should last for many thousands of years, and can survive EMPs, most fires, and
the collapse of human civilization. Pricing information isn’t easily available, but
“expensive” is a really good guess.
One early application of this technology has been the creation of modern
“Rosetta Stone” plates, made out of titanium, to be stored in safe places around
the world, containing about thousands of pages of text, translated between
many languages, to provide a reference for future historians if some modern
languages are lost. As a side benefit, the disks also look incredibly cool:

In terms of cost-eﬀectiveness: if you’re worried about price, this storage method
isn’t for you. This is not a commercial process by any stretch. You are going to
be spending at least hundreds of thousands of dollars to have the DNA
fabricated and preserved. This is not an undertaking for the faint of heart. Still,
it’s an option, and if you really want to make sure that the most important data
on the Internet is still available long after humanity is dead and gone, it is within
your power to do so.

More Than 100,000 Years
Let’s be clear here: if you’re shopping for computer storage and nano-engraved
titanium is just too short-lived for you, then your planning horizon terrifies me.
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15TH ANNUAL MLMUG
PICNIC-IN-THE PARK

DIRECTIONS
Take US 202 North or South to PA 29N/Great Valley. Take 29N
and go approximately 0.5 miles and pull into the turn lane for
Valley Creek Park. You will have passed part of the Great
Valley Corporate Center on your right. There is not a light at
the turn so if you get to the light at Great Valley Parkway, you
have gone too far. Once you pull into the lot, make a short left
and right and park. Then walk down the hill to the covered
pavilion.

Valley Creek Park
Route 29, East Whiteland.
Saturday, June 13, 2015
12 Noon - 4 PM
(No Raindate)
All members and their families are welcome.

From US 30 (Lancaster Pike), it’s about 1.2 miles on 29N to
the Park.

Hamburgers, hot dogs, rolls and condiments
will be provided by MLMUG. All other food and
beverages will be brought by attendees.
We’ll need: snacks, salads (green and main
dish), desserts and beverages (canned sodas,
juice, iced tea, etc.).
No alcoholic beverages in the park!
Pets are OK, but must be leashed and cleaned
up after.
It's important that we have accurate
numbers, so please RSVP: Gail Montgomery
by Tuesday, June 9
gailemontgomery@aol.com
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Alexis Kleinman posted the following article to huﬃngtonpost.com on April 13,
2015. tinyurl.com/p78y4ej. © TheHuﬃngtonPost.com, Inc. She is Editor of Tech
at The Huﬃngton Post. GREAT ARTICLE.

Improve Your Internet Privacy In 15 Minutes
By Alexis Kleinman
The government can see your naked pictures, your private chats and pretty
much anything else you do online. And that's nothing compared to the hackers
out there actively trying to steal from you.
What are you doing to protect yourself?

Download the Tor browser

Odds are, you're not doing much. Even though Americans are aware of
government spying and privacy risks, 54 percent of them think it's diﬃcult to find
ways to protect their privacy online, according to a recent survey from the Pew
Research Center.

Internet browsers like Chrome, Safari and Firefox track your cookies, IP address
and more. To truly be secure, you should use a special, secure browser called
Tor.
Using a series of secure servers, Tor lets you go online and communicate
privately, without being censored or watched.

But being safer online isn't as hard as you might think. Here are a few simple
ways to keep your personal information to yourself without putting in too much
eﬀort. It shouldn't take more than 15 minutes to improve your Internet privacy,
and the peace of mind is invaluable.

Use DuckDuckGo instead of Google
When you use a search engine like Google, it saves your searches and could
give that information away. If a search engine doesn't keep track of your
searches, it can't give your information away. It's that simple.
DuckDuckGo is a search engine that pledges not to collect any information on
you or your searches. You can search using DuckDuckGo's website instead of
Google.com, or you can download an extension if you still want to search using
your address bar.

Go to Tor's website to get the browser. Click "download," then choose which
type of operating system you have (Mac, Windows or Linux).

If you use Chrome as your browser, you can go here to make DuckDuckGo your
default search engine. Click "Install our extension (recommended).

Once you're finished, click on the Tor icon on your desktop or in your
Applications to launch the browser. Tor looks just like any other browser, but it
protects your online anonymity. Here's what you'll see when you launch it:

Once you click that, you'll be taken to the Chrome store, and you'll press "Add
To Chrome."
After DuckDuckGo is added to your Chrome, you can search with it by pressing
"d" and the space bar. This will show up:
From there, you can search whatever you like through DuckDuckGo. Once you
have the DuckDuckGo extension installed, you will also start seeing what the site
calls Instant Answers. It's essentially a way to search and get an answer without
ever clicking on anything, even when you're searching with Google. It looks like
this:
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Use a password manager
You should use a diﬀerent password for every account you have online, but
memorizing all of them can be a disaster. It's also a bad idea to keep a written
list of passwords, since someone could steal it. An easy fix is a password
managing app, which keeps all your passwords in one place so you don't have
to remember them.
We've laid out a few of the best password managing apps for you before, and
there are a ton of diﬀerent options to pick from.
For this tutorial, we'll look at one called PasswordBox, which is free. You can get
PasswordBox as a mobile app, a desktop app or both. Here's how to download
the desktop app:
First, go to the PasswordBox website and choose your browser.

Then you'll click "Add" to install it. After it's installed, you'll have to make an
account. With that account, you'll create a master password, which you'll need
to use to access all other passwords. Make sure your master password is a
strong one and don't forget it, because you won't be able to get it sent to you if
you lose it. [See image at top of net column.]
Once you've created the master password, you can start adding your accounts
by signing in through PasswordBox. Then when you sign in, you'll be prompted
to let Password Box fill in your password for you.
If you want to make sure your passwords are more secure, you can let
PasswordBox create new ones for you. It's a good idea to change your
passwords a few times a year, especially after a security breach. Making a new
password is much easier with PasswordBox, because it can generate them for
you instead of asking you to come up with your own.

Staying on top of privacy is an ongoing process, but these tools will help you get
started.
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Nick Bilton posted the following article to nytimes.com on April 15, 2015.
nyti.ms/1J2cVWL. © The New York Times Company. He is the lead writer for the
Bits blog for the NYTimes.com, has been with the Times since 2003, and is the
author of two books.
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When I called the Los Angeles Police Department’s communications desk, a
spokesman said I must have forgotten to lock my car. No, I assured him, I had
not. But his query did make me question my sanity briefly.
I finally found out that I wasn’t crazy in, of all places, Canada.

Keeping Your Car Safe From Electronic Thieves

The Toronto Police Service issued a news release last Thursday warning that
thieves “may have access to electronic devices which can compromise” a
vehicle’s security system. But the police did not specify what that “device”
actually was.

By Nick Bilton
Last week, I started keeping my car keys in the freezer, and I may be at the
forefront of a new digital safety trend.

Thieves have been breaking into and stealing cars with the help of electronic
gadgets for several years now. Jalopnik, the car blog, has written about a “secret
device”used to unlock cars. And dozens of other websites have told stories
about burglars hacking into cars. As these reports illustrate, and videos online
show, in some instances thieves are able to drive away with the cars without
needing a key.

Let me explain: In recent months, there has been a slew of mysterious car breakins in my Los Feliz neighborhood in Los Angeles. What’s odd is that there have
been no signs of forced entry. There are no pools of broken glass on the
pavement and no scratches on the doors from jimmied locks.
But these break-ins seem to happen only to cars that use remote keyless
systems, which replace traditional keys with wireless fobs. It happened to our
neighbor Heidi, who lives up the hill and has a Mazda 3. It happened to Simon,
who lives across the street from me and has a Toyota Prius.

Still, I continued my search. Diogo Mónica, a security researcher and chair of the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Public Visibility Committee, said
that some sophisticated thieves have laptops equipped with a radio transmitter
that figures out the unique code of a car’s key fob by using “brute force” to cycle
through millions of combinations until they pick the right one.

And it happened to our Prius, not once, but three times in the last month.
The most recent incident took place on a Monday morning 10 days ago. I was
working at my kitchen table, which overlooks the street in front of my house. It
was just after 9 a.m., when one of my perky-eared dogs started to quietly growl
at something outside.

The most famous case, he said, was in 2006 when thieves were able to steal
David Beckham’s $100,000 BMW X5 by using such a rig.
Security researchers I spoke with said that most cars with a keyless entry
system can be hacked.

I grabbed my coﬀee cup and wandered to the window, where I saw two
teenagers on bikes (one girl, one boy) stop next to my 2013 gray Prius.

But none of the contraptions Mr. Mónica or others told me about seemed to be
what those teenagers used.

I watched as the girl, who was dressed in a baggy T-shirt and jeans, hopped oﬀ
her bike and pulled out a small black device from her backpack. She then
reached down, opened the door and climbed into my car.As soon as I realized
what had happened, I ran outside and they quickly jumped on their bikes and
took oﬀ. I rushed after them, partly with the hope of catching the attempted
thieves, but more because I was fascinated by their little black device. How were
they able to unlock my car door so easily?

A more likely answer came from the National Insurance Crime Bureau, a trade
group for auto insurers and lenders, which issued a warning last month about a
“mystery device” that can emulate a key. In one YouTube video, the group
compiled surveillance footage that showed thieves using the gadget to open
doors with ease. Similar reports have surfaced on The Register, a technology
news site, and on car message boards, about a simple $30 device made in
China and Eastern Europe that allows thieves to break into and steal BMWs.
Since I don’t own a BMW, that wasn’t right, either.

When the police arrived, they didn’t have much of an answer. (The thieves didn’t
get away with anything; after all the break-ins, we no longer keep anything in the
car.) I called Toyota, but they didn’t know, either (or at least the public relations
employee didn’t know).

I finally found what seems like the most plausible answer when I spoke to Boris
Danev, a founder of 3db Technologies, a security company based in Switzerland.
Mr. Danev specializes in wireless devices, including key fobs, and has written
several research papers on the security flaws of keyless car systems.
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When I told him my story, he knew immediately what had happened. The
teenagers, he said, likely got into the car using a relatively simple and
inexpensive device called a “power amplifier.”

Mr. Danev said his company was in talks with several car manufacturers to install
a chip that can tell how far the key is from the car, thereby defeating the poweramplifier trick.

He explained it like this: In a normal scenario, when you walk up to a car with a
keyless entry and try the door handle, the car wirelessly calls out for your key so
you don’t have to press any buttons to get inside. If the key calls back, the door
unlocks. But the keyless system is capable of searching for a key only within a
couple of feet.

While I can’t be 100 percent certain this is the device they used to get into my
car, until car companies solve the problem, he said, the best way to protect my
car is to “put your keys in the freezer, which acts as a Faraday Cage, and won’t
allow a signal to get in or out.”
Which is why my car key is now sitting next to a tub of chocolate ice cream.

Mr. Danev said that when the teenage girl turned on her device, it amplified the
distance that the car can search, which then allowed my car to talk to my key,
which happened to be sitting about 50 feet away, on the kitchen counter. And
just like that, open sesame.
“It’s a bit like a loudspeaker, so when you say hello over it, people who are 100
meters away can hear the word, ‘hello,’ ” Mr. Danev said. “You can buy these
devices anywhere for under $100.” He said some of the lower-range devices
cost as little as $17 and can be bought online on sites like eBay, Amazon and
Craigslist.
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on March 15, 2015. tinyurl.com/
mlbmh6b. © OSXDaily. Try the site. Lots of tips and good info.

Connecting Your iPhone And Mac

Since I own an iPhone I have it connected to the same network as my
MacBook Pro thus allowing me to use Apple’s Continuity feature. This is a
great time saver for picking up calls while using the Mac. All you have to do
to connect your Mac and iPhone is the following:
Have Mac OS X 10.10 (Yosemite) installed in your Mac
Have iOS 8.x installed in your iPhone
Login with your iCloud account to both devices
Connect both devices to the same Wifi network
In your iPhone go to Settings -> FaceTime -> Enable iPhone Cellular Calls
Allow FaceTime in your Mac to access your phone’s FaceTime
After your done connecting both devices every time you get a call, you will
be able to answer it through your Mac. You can also make calls! (Editor note:
this is a really great feature that we’ve discussed before, though some turn
oﬀ the Mac calling part, you can also use Continuity to quickly enable Instant
Hotspot and even check the battery and cell signal of your iPhone from the
Mac menu bar).
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Tom Nelson posted the following articles to about.com. tinyurl.com/pw2cwgn
and tinyurl.com/o78s37y. © About.com. He is a consultant and writer providing
Macintosh training, advice, and support. He has written hundreds of articles,
tutorials, and product reviews. He made the switch to Macs in 1985.
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windows can be arranged in any fashion you wish, and saved as your default
preferences when starting new editing projects.
Pixelmator is a layer-based editor, allowing you to control how multiple layers
interact with each other via various blending and opacity settings. If you've used
Photoshop, the layer setup will be second nature. You'll find that Pixelmator's
layers, and how you make use of them, have a great deal in common with other
layer-based editors.

Pixelmator 3.3: Tom's Mac Software Pick
Powerful and Easy to Use: An Advanced Image Editor for the Mac

By Tom Nelson

The tool palette deserves special mention because it's remarkably easy to use.
When you select a tool, it's enlarged in the tool palette, so a quick glance at the
tool palette will confirm which tool you selected.

Pixelmator is a photo-editing app for the Mac that
stands out on both cost, ease of use, and versatility.
Wait, that’s three things. That's the problem with
Pixelmator; once you start listing its attributes, you
can't stop.

If the selected tool has any optional parameters, such as brush size, drawing
modes, or erasing styles, they're displayed above the central canvas, which is an
easy place to make changes or refinements to a tool while working on an image.

Pixelmator is an extremely powerful image editor that
makes use of Apple’s Core Image APIs to manipulate graphics with amazing
speed. Even better, the Core Image engine knows how to use your Mac's
graphics card to really put the zing in performance.

The eﬀects browser window is where you'll spend much of your time, adjusting
various image settings, such as exposure controls, color level adjustments, blur,
sharpening, and many special eﬀects. The nice thing about the eﬀects browser
window is that you can set it to display just one type of eﬀect or all of them. You
can then quickly scroll through the eﬀects, which are shown as both a text title
and a thumbnail image. You can even drag your cursor across a thumbnail to
see the eﬀect in action.

Pros
Very easy to use.
Uses Apple’s Core Image graphics engine.
Can use your Mac's graphics card to increase performance.
New redesigned user interface meshes with OS X Yosemite's style.
Doesn't tax your Mac's system resources.
Supports new 5K iMacs.
Repair Tool extension lets you access the power of Pixelmator in other apps.

New Pixelmator Features
OS X Yosemite support, including a new UI whose window transparency is
similar to Yosemite's UI.
Handoﬀ support: You can work with Pixelmator on your iPad, move to your Mac,
and pick up right where you left oﬀ.

Cons
Default dark UI theme may not be to everyone's liking.
Keyword tagging is very basic.
Has EXIF viewing, but not editing, capabilities.
Lacks image library management tools.

iCloud Drive support: Pixelmator allows you to select iCloud as a save or export
destination.
Repair Tool extension: This is an interesting feature that allows you to use many
of the Pixelmator tools from within another app, without having to open
Pixelmator. A good example is attaching an image to an email, and then using
Repair Tools to correct part of the image in the attachment before sending it oﬀ.

With Apple abandoning iPhoto and Aperture, and the new Photos app not being
a serious contender to replace Aperture, Pixelmator may be able to step in as
the go-to image editor for OS X. Its many features provide much better image
editing and manipulation capabilities than iPhoto ever had, and while it lacks
image library management features, it shines as an image editor.

Final Word
Pixelmator is a joy to use. It's easy to understand, and all of the tools and
capabilities are well presented. You can achieve remarkable editing eﬀects
without the high learning curve required in many other advanced image editors.

Using Pixelmator
Pixelmator uses a central canvas area that contains the image you're working
on, surrounded by a number of floating tool palettes and windows. Palettes and

Throw in the low price, and you can understand how the words "extraordinary
value" can be applied to Pixelmator. If you're an iPhoto or Aperture user, and you
find the new Photos app from Apple doesn't meet your needs, download the 30-
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day trial of Pixelmator. You may discover that Pixelmator not only meets your
needs, but exceeds them. Pixelmator 3.3 is $29.99. A 30-day trial version is
available.
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Options allow you to control with more details what occurs before file copying
begins, what happens during the copying process, and what will take place once
the backup is complete. You can use these options to run shell scripts you
create, before a backup begins or when a backup ends, which lets you
customize the process to fit your needs. SuperDuper doesn't require you to use
any shell scripts, however; it's fully functional on its own. Scripts are just a way
for you to customize the process, if you choose to.

Superduper 2.7.5: Tom's Mac Software Pick
Smart Update Feature Keeps Your Clones Current

By Tom Nelson

Smart Update
If you've used cloning apps in the past, you know that having to make new
clones just to keep your backup up to date is a pain in the tuckus, mostly
because it can take such a long time to create a clone. That's where Smart
Update comes in. Smart Update only copies files that have changed to the
clone, resulting in files either being updated or deleted, to ensure the clone and
the source are a match. Because only the changes are being copied over, the
process is extremely quick.

SuperDuper from Shirt Pocket is an application that
makes quick work of backing up your Mac's
important data by creating bootable clones of your
startup drive. If that was all SuperDuper could do, it
would still be an excellent choice for making bootable
clones, but SuperDuper has a few tricks up its sleeve
that almost every Mac user will find extremely helpful.
Pros
Easy-to-understand user interface
Can create bootable clones
Smart Update allows you to update a clone without having to start from scratch
Sandboxing allows you to create clones for testing new apps and OSes
Can schedule backups, updates, and clones
Supports scripts to automate and extend its capabilities

Sandbox
Sandboxing is a pretty nifty feature, especially if you’re the one in your home or
business who has the job of testing out new updates to OS X, or seeing if a new
version of an app will work without causing problems. What sandboxing does is
create a clone of just the OS X system, and then create links to your user data
and applications. Once the sandbox is created, you can boot from the sandbox,
and be assured that if an app goes haywire, it will only aﬀect the sandboxed
version of the OS and not the real version.

Cons
Backup scripts may be diﬃcult for new users to create
No estimate on remaining time of a backup
SuperDuper has long been one of the leaders in Mac cloning software, making
its first appearance in 2004, back when OS X Jaguar and Panther were the big
news in operating systems. Over the years it has acquired both new features and
a following that help it remain a popular cloning app for the Mac.

Likewise, you can use the sandboxed clone to install a new version of OS X on,
and make sure that all of your apps will work with the new system before you
commit to it.
Final Thoughts
SuperDuper 2.7.5 is an easy-to-use cloning and backup app that should meet
the needs of almost all Mac users. It works well with the latest version of OS X
(OS X Yosemite at the time of this writing), and is easy to use.

User Interface
The user interface at first seems sparse; a single window with a drop-down
menu to select a source for the backup, and another menu to select the
destination. The drop-down menu theme continues with a third menu that allows
you to select what will happen during the backup, with the choices being to
back up all files (a clone); back up user files; restore user files; sandbox user files
and applications; or sandbox just user files. More about sandboxing a bit later.

The scheduling feature is a great way to automate the Smart Update process,
and ensure that you have a very recent clone to work from should something
dastardly, such as your startup drive failing, happen to your Mac.
The feature set and ease of use make SuperDuper an app that, combined with
Apple's Time Machine, makes a very strong Mac backup strategy.

This minimalistic UI lends itself to quickly accomplishing the backup or cloning
task, but it does hide quite a bit more features that can be found by clicking the
Options button.

SuperDuper 2.7.5 is $27.95. A demo is available
|
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Tim Brookes posted the following article to makeuseof.com on April 8, 2015.
http://tinyurl.com/q9638ce. © MakeUseOf. He is Mac and iOS editor for
MakeUseOf and lives in Melbourne, Australia.

How To Use Multiple Desktops In Mac Os X
By Tim Brookes
Multiple desktops were originally added to Apple’s desktop operating system in
2009, with the release of OS X 10.5 “Leopard” — but a surprising number of
users are still surprised to find the feature exists at all.
Apple calls them “spaces” and they allow you to better organize
your workspace, organize distractions and focus more clearly on the task in
hand. It’s time to stop minimizing, maximizing, and juggling windows and take
control of your precious screen space!
Why Do I Need More Desktops?

To add a new desktop you can hover your mouse in the top-right corner, or hold
the Option key to reveal it straight away. When you click this button you will see
another desktop is added to the list, and clicking on it will take you straight to it.

Imagine for a second you were to buy a second monitor for your MacBook — on
plugging it in you would have two desktops, allowing you to position windows
and work from both in unison. That’s exactly how multiple desktops work in OS
X, except you don’t need another monitor in order to take advantage.
You can only ever see or use one of these desktops at once (provided you only
have one monitor), but the feature still provides an excellent organizational aid
that can help you stay focused by hiding distractions and reducing the need
to move windows around constantly.
Rather than opting to set up multiple work and home accounts on my MacBook
Pro, I use spaces to keep work and play separate. I have one desktop dedicated
to two Google Chrome windows, side-by-side for editing, writing and
researching. I have another for my personal Safari browsing session, along with
Messages and Mail open at all times. Evernote and Apple’s Calendar app is
reserved for a separate space. I also keep one dedicated to software like
Photoshop, Audacity and TextWrangler. And not to forget entertainment — my
last desktop is for music in the form of Rdio and iTunes.

In addition to clicking on them in Mission Control, you can navigate between
desktops using three-finger horizontal swipes on a trackpad or control+arrow
keys on a keyboard.

You can have as many as 16 desktops at any one time (which is probably
excessive) and you can use them however you like.

You can reorder desktops — simply click and drag them. To delete a desktop,
hold the Option key and click on the “X” that appears and any applications or
windows will be moved to another desktop, rather than closed or lost.

You can move applications from one desktop to another either by launching
Mission Control and dragging them to the space of your choosing or you can
grab the window by its title bar and drag it to the edge of the screen. After a brief
pause OS X will skip to the next desktop, if it exists.

Spaces & Mission Control

Advanced Tips

Apple’s multiple desktop feature can be found within OS X’s Mission Control
screen, accessed either by pressing F3 or using a three-finger upward swipe.
You will also find Mission Control in the Applications folder, and you can pin it to
the dock or search Spotlight for it if that’s your thing.

There are a few more handy tips that can make navigating and using
applications with multiple desktops even easier.
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It’s possible to assign applications to specific desktops, so they can always be
found in the same place. To assign an app to a desktop first create the desktop
(if you haven’t already) and navigate to it. Open your application of choice,
a n d t w o fi n g e r c l i c k o r c o n t r o l + c l i c k i t s i c o n i n t h e d o c k .
Under Options select Assign to This Desktop and in future the application will
always open in the currently selected space.
Assign Wallpapers to Each Space

Head to System Preferences > Keyboard > Shortcuts to find several shortcuts
you can enable for quickly switching to a designated desktop. By default these
take the form of Control+Number key depending on the desktop you want to
quickly access, though you can change the shortcut if you like.
Assign Apps to Specific Desktops
Once you’ve created a new desktop, you can use the standard System
Preferences > Desktop & Screensaver menu to pick a wallpaper. The
wallpaper you choose will remain the same, even if you reorder your desktops.
Speed Up Mission Control Animations EDITOR - OMITTED

Mission Control, Quick Look & Dashboard
If you have a lot of windows on one screen it can be diﬃcult to see what’s
what. If you highlight a window with your mouse and press spacebar, Mission
Control will zoom in and provide you with a better view.
If you would like to get rid of Dashboard as a space, check out Justin’s attempts
to replace it entirely with Notification Center.
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Take action

Doyle Albee posted the following article to blog.evernote.com on March 27,
2015. tinyurl.com/qh79tyl. © Evernote. He is President of Metzger Albee, a public
relations firm based in Boulder, Colorado.

I answer a couple and delete them only to find a request from a client that
requires input from other members of my team as well as some thoughtful
planning on my part, but it’s not an emergency that needs to be done right that
minute. Rather than interrupting the flow of reading the rest of the emails, I
forward to team members asking for input and then clip to Evernote with a
reminder pop-up for later that day when I can set aside time to give the request
the attention it deserves.

Slaying The Mythical Inbox Zero Beast With Evernote
By Doyle Albee
I’ve been in at least two dozen conversations and seen hundreds of posts talking
about inbox zero, the phenomenon of ending a day with no email in the inbox
waiting for action. Thanks to Evernote (I’m a Premium member and consider
myself a power user), I now end nearly every day at inbox zero.

Two pro tips here:
1. The web/email clipping programs will default the name of the note to the
subject of the email. In nearly every case, I change that. A note in Evernote
called “Your Opinion Please” isn’t nearly as helpful as “Get back to Nancy on
News Release Draft.”

Here’s how I do it.
Harness your messages
First, get an Evernote plug-in for the browser you use for your email or for your
mail client that allows you to quickly and easily move things to Evernote. Plugins are available for all the major browsers and useful for so much more than just
this process, but this is the reason I use them most often, now that I’m in the
habit. If you prefer Outlook or Mac Mail, there are programs available for those
as well. I’m a Mac user, so I’ve not tried the Outlook programs, but EverMail from
ChumgwaSoft for Mac Mail works great and I use it daily.

2. Clip the sent mail in this case, not the received version. That way, you’ve got
everything in one place — including the team members you asked for input and
the entire email string — that will pop up to remind you when you’re ready.
Reminders
Think about how and when you set reminders as well. I do a couple of diﬀerent
things here, First, for tasks I just want to do on a specific day, I let the default 8
a.m. in the plug-in take over so I just get a to-do list each morning. For items tied
to a specific time — like an agenda for a client meeting — I’ll pop it up 15
minutes before the meeting. It not only reminds me of the meeting, it reminds me
to review the agenda so I’m prepared. And, of course, this gets everything out of
my inbox!

You can also email notes to your Evernote account, of course.
Learn more about using email into Evernote >>
Once you’ve configured your plug-in, all you have to do is save your mail
message like you’re clipping a Web page. The programs I mentioned above all
allow you to specify folders and configure a reminder if you wish. So, when I do
email now, instead of leaving certain messages “for later” (the reason so many of
us have dozens of read but waiting emails hanging out in our inboxes), I take one
of three actions:

Think about folders
Finally, a thought about folders. I have a generic “to do” folder in Evernote, but I
don’t always use it for email. When appropriate, I put things directly in a folder
for a client or project. I can still make it a reminder, then when I click done it
stays in that folder as documentation. I don’t need to move or re-save just
because I’ve completed the task, and Evernote tells me that it was a task once
that I marked completed and documents the activity for future reference.

1. Delete (my resolution for 2015 was to unsubscribe from lists I either just got
added to or no longer care about. So far, so good).
2. Answer and archive/delete.
3. Clip to Evernote with a specific date and action item to take.

I’ve shared this system with a few friends and colleagues, and the first answer is
almost always this: why use Evernote and not simply Gmail or Mac Mail folders?
Here’s why this works better for me:

Clipping into action
Here’s how clipping to Evernote helps: let’s say I’m doing email, and I’ve
received 50 emails during a couple of meetings (not unusual for me, and
probably the same for many of you).

Because it’s Evernote, I can easily get to everything on my iPhone, iPad, Mac, or
from any browser. In a local mail client, not everything downloads all the time, so
if I’m looking on my iPhone, I may have to download lots of mail in a sent folder,
for example, to find the one I’m looking for.
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One quick side note: my To Do folder is called ‘1 To Do’ because Evernote
orders folders in alphabetical order. I use Evernote from a ton of programs, and
they almost all call the folders by alpha order. By naming folders things like “AAA
Filing” or “1 To Do,” the folders I use most often are at the top of what’s now a
long list of folders.

This system is secure without being a hassle. Evernote now works with the
fingerprint reader on my iPhone 6 Plus and iPad Air 2, so even if my device is
unlocked, a second fingerprint is required to open Evernote, so my client
information is secure. Most important, everything — not just email — is in one
location. Folders in an email program only contain email and other things are in
other places. With Evernote, I can go to a client or project folder and find emails,
documents, photos — anything I’ve saved, all in a single location.

I’d welcome feedback on this workflow, and I hope it helps some of you find the
mythical inbox zero!

I even use this method for newsletters. Like many of you, I like to start my days
scanning newsletters and news aggregators, but many times I have early
meetings or pressing deadlines that don’t let me get to them right away. Rather
than having them clog my inbox all day — or just deleting them — I pop them up
for later in the day (or, if something is really long and I want to spend time with it,
for the evening or weekend). I can then read them without being rushed.
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to use AirPlay without being on the same network. In this case, you need both
Wi-fi and Bluetooth active.
If you have an Apple TV you can also use AirPlay mirroring to mirror whatever
you have on your iPhone, IPad or iPod touch to your HDTV.
Learn more about AirPlay…

Airprint, Airplay, Airdrop...It's In The Air!
By Don Mayer

AirDrop
With AirDrop you can share photos, web
sites, your location and more with people
that are nearby with an Apple device. In
order to use AirDrop, both people will need
to have an iOS device running iOS 7 or later
or a Mac running Yosemite. iOS devices that
work with AirDrop are iPhone 5 or later, iPad
(4th generation or later), iPad mini or iPod
touch (5th generation or later).

Every since Apple introduced the AirPort wireless base station, more and more
Apple technologies have taken on the “Air” moniker. I’ll go over a few of them
here, leaving out some obvious choices like the MacBook Air and the iPad Air.
I’m writing this issue of Kibbles using my favorite email client, AirMail, but that’s
not an Apple product… :)
AirPrint
In the past, it was relatively easy to set up a wireless printer if you had a AirPort
base station and connected it via USB cable. But seldom was it convenient to
place the base station in the same location as the printer until Apple came up
with AirPrint. Now, with just about every new printer supporting AirPrint, you can
place your printer wherever you want as long as it can see your wireless signal.
All you have to do is set up the AirPrint compatible printer on your wireless
network and print. Not only can you print from your Mac but with AirPrint you
can print from your iPhone or iPad, too!

For AirDrop to work you need to have both
WiFi and Bluetooth active and I would recommend that you sign into your iCloud
account to share with your contacts. On the iOS devices, turning on AirDrop is
simple. Just swipe up from the bottom of the screen to get to your Control
Center and tap AirDrop. You will have three choices: Oﬀ, Contacts only (only
people in your Contacts will see you) or Everyone, where all nearby iOS devices
using AirDrop can see you. From there using AirDrop is simply a matter of
choosing the content you wish to share, i.e. photo, video, or contact, and
choose the Share icon and you will see nearby users available to AirDrop the
content to. Your selected user will receive an alert and can accept or decline the
content.

To use your AirPrint printer with Wi-Fi, the printer must be connected to the
same Wi-Fi network as your iOS device or Mac, either through bridging, or a
direct connection to your Wi-Fi network. You cannot both connect that printer via
USB and AirPrint, that won’t work, so forget the wires and print wireless!
Learn more about AirPrint…
AirPlay
You use AirPlay to stream music, pictures and
video wirelessly to an Apple TV or other
AirPlay-enabled device. I saw a bunch of
AirPlay compatible speakers when I was at
CES so, while AirPlay has not been universally
adopted the way that AirPrint has, it is gaining
some ground. As with AirPrint, you must be on
the same Wi-Fi network as your iPhone, iPad
or iPod touch. You can also use AirPlay from
iTunes on your Mac.

On your Mac it is a little diﬀerent. AirDrop is available from the Finder, the Share
menu, and in Open and Save windows. When you choose AirDrop in Yosemite
your Mac will look for any nearby devices that are AirDrop ready. This includes
other Macs or iOs devices. In the Finder, if you select AirDrop from the Favorites
list on the left Finder window, you will see any nearby AirDrop ready devices or
Macs. To transfer a file you simply drag that file over the icon of the recipient and
they will be notified of the file transfer. From other Apps you can use the Share
button and simply select the recipient from the Share sheet that appears.
Here are a few tips to keep in mind. First of all, you have to be close. AirDrop is
designed to work with nearby devices and 30 feet seems to be the limit but I
have noticed that it is best if you are about 10 feet or less apart. Make sure Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth are on and if you are using a firewall you won’t be able to receive
files if “block all incoming connections” is checked.
Learn more about AirDrop...

Using it is easy: On your iOS device you scroll up from the bottom to access the
Control Center and simply tap on AirPlay and choose the device you wish to use
for the content. Later iOS devices can use “peer-to-peer” AirPlay that allows you
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on March 31, 2015. tinyurl.com/
oz76csn. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips and good info.

How to Stop Messages Sound Eﬀects Playing in Mac
OS X
With Messages app on the Mac now able to
send and receive SMS texts messages
alongside iMessages from the iPhone,
amongst other configured chat protocols, it’s
easy to stay in touch, but it’s also easy get
overwhelmed or annoyed by the sound of
incoming messages while you’re trying to do
other work on the computer. While you can
mute Notification Center alert sounds, or
toggle Do Not Disturb mode on for a
universal relief from all alerts on the Mac, a
more appropriate solution is to disable the
sounds that Messages for OS X makes.

This is preferable to Do Not Disturb for a few reasons; it doesn’t stop the alerts
from other applications, and it doesn’t stop the notification of new messages
arriving on the Mac, and you’ll still get the little icon badge when a new message
is waiting – it simply puts an end to all of the auditory noise that comes from the
application pertaining to any messaging event.

Disable All Sounds from Messages on Mac
Turning oﬀ ALL Messages for Mac sound eﬀects mutes the entire application
and all interactions within it, including sending and receiving messages, new
message sounds, and whatever other sound eﬀects are made from the
application. This is done through the apps preference panel and is a quick
settings toggle:

Keep in mind if it’s only a single conversation that is causing a ruckus you can
always opt to mute a specific conversation in the Mac Messages app, which will
apply the sound muting specifically to that thread, whether a single contact or a
group chat, it works the same. Or, if they’re just an awful person or some
unsolicited messages, you can block that sender outright from ever getting
ahold of you again.

From the Messages for Mac application, pull down the primary “Messages”
menu and choose “Preferences”
From the General tab, uncheck the box for “Play sound eﬀects”

NEEDED
New Product Reviewers. If you want to obtain a free Mac-related

Close the preference panel as usual and enjoy your newly silent Messages for
Mac messaging client

application, hardware, book, accessory, or training package, all you have to
do is review them for the MLMUG Website and Newsletter. Just contact Maria
Arguello, our Vendor Liaison, at arguello10@verizon.net with the product’s
name and the vendor’s URL. She will try to get you a review copy. You keep
what you review.

Photographers for the MLMUG Photo of the Month column
or MLMUGERS Caught-in-the-Wild. You don't have to be a
professional photographer. Contact our Graphics Editor, Sally Bazrod, at
sallybazrod@mac.com.
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2015. tinyurl.com/oeyknuu/ © IDG Consumer & SMB. He is a Senior Contributor
to Macworld and a regular contributor to the Economist, Fast Company, and
Boing Boing. He appears regularly on public radio to discuss the tech industry.
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duplicates. After finding copies, you can choose how or if to remove overlaps.
We reviewed Duplicate Detective ($3) and reviewed Gemini ($10). They have
slightly diﬀerent features.

How To Consolidate Files And Remove Duplicates
By Glenn Fleishman
This week we tackle some of your storage questions, including consolidating,
de-duplication, and management.
Too many drives
Reader Jon writes that he has a pile of partly full external USB drives formatted
for use with Windows that he almost always mounts on a Mac, and expects
there is a lot of duplication among the diﬀerent drives he’s using.
I need some guidance on the best approach to consolidating all of the data
down to one drive, best disk file system recommendations, parsing through
the data for duplicates and deleting it, and then trying somehow, magically,
organize, filter or quickly search all of the content.
Let’s take these in order, and the recommendations will work for any assemblage
of drives, Mac HFS+ or Windows formatted.

WhatSize is great at finding duplicates, even if they have diﬀerent filenames, and it can
weed out files with the same name that <em>aren't</em> duplicates, too.

Consolidating: The easiest way to consolidate would be the tedious but
necessary task of copying everything on to a single drive. As astounding as it
sounds, you can purchase a 5TB (yes, that's five whole terabytes) external USB
3.0-connected Seagate drive for $129 (Amazon) right this moment if you need
that much storage. We live in astonishing times.

I just finished a review of WhatSize ($30), which includes de-duplication as part
of its toolkit, and allows “hard linking,” a Unix method of making multiple filesystem links to one set of data, reducing storage usage without eﬀectively
deleting the point that a file existed at in the original folder structure.
Organize, filter, and search: Organizing is an idiosyncratic task, as you have to
have a goal as to how you’re sorting files. I’ve largely given up file sorting into
folders, relying instead on Spotlight. In a 2013 feature, we asked several Mac
experts about how they organized files, and they gave a variety of answers and
software recommendations.

To keep drives’ content distinct, I recommend dragging the entire mounted drive
volume into the new disk. This will create a folder with the entire contents. You
should name those descriptively, if they aren’t already, so you know to which
drive they correspond. (Later, erase your old USB drives, and donate them to a
charity if you no longer need them!)
File system: Given that this reader is dealing with Windows files and wrote that
he already has Paragon Software Group's NTFS for Mac, NTFS is likely the best
format to standardize on. NTFS handles OS X files just fine, and you’ll still be
able to mount the drive on a Windows system. A converse option is to
standardize on OS X's HFS+ and use Paragon's HFS for Windows.
Removing duplicates: You have a variety of software that finds and removes
duplicates to choose from, all of which analyzes the file—it doesn’t rely on the
file name or other information. Only byte-identical files are matched as
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MLMUG April 11, 2015 Meeting Minutes

user is disciplined or not when using the Internet. One suggestion was to set a
timer when you start looking at the Internet.

By Mark Bazrod, Secretary

The member also questioned as to how we know we could trust the selections
from Flipboard. We concluded that trust was a matter of experience. All of us
end up trusting selections from various websites, newspapers and magazines
and Flipboard is no diﬀerent. After using Flipboard for a while, you decide
whether you trust its judgment in selecting articles.

Susan Czarnecki, our Vice President, opened the MLMUG meeting at 9 AM at
the Church of the Good Samaritan in Paoli. There were 46 members and 1
visitor at the meeting.

Bazrod concluded the presentation with a live demonstration from his Flipboard
pages, illustrating how one navigates the app, adds categories, etc. Romney
explained at length how to build magazines and what he has done.

OS SIG. Mark Bazrod gave a presentation on Flipboard. Ben Romney, OS SIG
Co-Chair, extensively participated in the discussion. Flipboard is an Internetbased app which aggregates web articles, arranged in categories the user has
selected. The articles are presented in a magazine format, allowing the user to
flip through the pages. Flipboard presents a headline and summary of each
article which the user can tap to read the full article. There are over 34,000
categories to choose from. Flipboard was launched in 2010 and received
Apple's iPad App of the Year award in 2010. It is available as an app for tablets
and smartphones and through an Internet browser for Macs and PCs.

General. Sue Czarnecki opened the general part of the meeting by giving an
overview of MLMUG. She introduced the 15 Board members. She announced
that Maria Arguello will be giving four classes on the iPad at Apple’s King of
Prussia store on April 27th, May 26th, June 22nd, and July 27th.
Main Presentation. Marc Adler, Vice President Of Application Development for
IT Solutions Consulting, Inc., a Platinum member of the FileMaker Business
Alliance, gave a comprehensive presentation on FileMaker. The presentation
primarily focused on business use of FileMaker, but it was very useful in
understanding the potential of FileMaker for personal use. 20 million apps have
been sold. FileMaker was purchased by Apple in 1988.

Flipboard’s format presents squares for various categories. The first two
categories are Cover Stories, which are the primary stories from your selections,
and The Daily Edition, which is composed of the primary stories from all
categories and which is released daily at 7 AM local time. Following these two
are the categories you have selected. These categories are both content based,
such as Politics, Apple, and Climate Change, and source based, such as New
York Times, BBC News and Mac Observer. The categories can be arranged in
any order you desire.

Surveys have found that many businesses use paper forms, diﬀerent types of
files and formats, individual and separate applications, and spreadsheets to
complete business tasks. The result is an ineﬃcient process because of
scattered information, ad hoc processes done by one person, and data loss due
to employee error.

You can forward articles to others by email or connect them to Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram and Google Plus. You could also build your own magazines
with articles from Flipboard. These magazines can be kept private or can be
open to the public. You can also follow other people's magazines.

Options to correct this situation begin with using apps for specific tasks,
although the question is will the apps talk to each other. At the opposite end of
the spectrum is custom programming which can be an excellent solution, but is
expensive. FileMaker is an intermediate solution which allows one to come up
with an integrated structure without a great deal of expense because the user
can start with some of FileMaker’s 16 built-in Starter Solutions. FileMaker is a
relational database which can be used by everyone in the company. Marc ran a
video that showed a business owner create the database even though he was
not a programmer.

One of the members asked if Flipboard was as good in choosing political
articles as realclearpolitics.com [Secretary - a fantastic site]. We could not
connect realclearpolitics.com through Flipboard, but believed it was up to the
user to determine which was better for politics. Whatever the conclusion, it was
felt that Flipboard could then be used for all the member’s other interests.
Another member questioned whether or not Flipboard would result in a
tremendous waste of time looking at various articles. We said that certainly was
a possibility, but like anything else on the Internet, it depends upon whether the

Marc built a solution for a sample company based upon taking information on
customers and work orders from spreadsheets and putting it into a FileMaker
database. You can use a peer-to-peer network for up to four users. For more
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you need to go to FileMaker server. It's possible to use a subscription payment
method which is annually one-third of the purchase price. A FileMaker license
for one seat costs $320.

A few months ago the crystal ball turned cloudy. One after another, prominent
experts in science or technology warned about the possible dangers of AI,
sounding a dystopian alarm.

Marc started by dragging the customer spreadsheet onto to FileMaker icon in
the Dock which quickly created a table which Marc easily customized to his
liking. He next created a new table for work orders and connected the two
tables based upon the unique customer number. He also imported images for
each customer and in about 25 minutes created a database with two related
tables that looked really good. It is easy to see how a business can be up and
running rather quickly using FileMaker. He immediately shared the database
with his iPad using FileMaker Go, a free app that runs FileMaker solutions on
the iPad and iPhone.

British theoretical physicist Stephen Hawking’s attention was drawn to AI when
the technology he uses to generate speech was upgraded. He warned about
human misuse of AI, but also noted that eventually AI might be able to re-design
itself to be superior to humans.

You need FileMaker to develop the FileMaker database.

Wall Street was fascinated by Musk’s know-your-enemy approach to investing.
Humans who shrug their shoulders at technological dangers to physical safety
and privacy begin to pay attention when someone describes the possible shock
of opening one’s online investment portfolio to find that one’s riches have been
erased by an artificial intelligence program. They can feel the robot grippers
tugging on their wallets.

Elon Musk, inventor and technology entrepreneur, provided more scary sound
bites about AI. He said that he invests in artificial intelligence company stock not
to make money (since he doesn’t need any) but rather to keep an eye on the
“potentially…dangerous outcome.”

Four or five MLMUG members currently use FileMaker. The latest version of
FileMaker, version 13, works on Lion, Mountain Lion and Mavericks. It appears
to be compatible with Yosemite, except for a few issues.
After a number of items were raﬄed oﬀ, the meeting ended at noon.

Then Bill Gates responded to a question in an online Reddit Q&A session with a
low-key caution, saying that it was only reasonable to be concerned about the
dangers of AI. Gates is currently working on Microsoft’s “Personal Agent” AI
which, he said, will “remember everything and help you go back and find things
and help you pick what things to pay attention to."

Mark Bazrod
Secretary

Apple co-founder Steve Wozniak jumped in with predictions that future AI could
treat us like pets or take over our businesses to run them more eﬃciently.
Maybe he was thinking of a robot version of Apple’s historic Jobs-Sculley battle.
Wozniak noted, however, that there are likely to be physical limitations to
technological intelligence.

AI and Humans
Crystal Ball

Why this abrupt shift to warnings about the risks and dangers of AI? Deeper
than a publicity-seeking trend, it seems to be the result of some unexpected
surprises humans have experienced as AI begins to infiltrate (I mean, integrate)
into our daily lives. Prime examples are the puzzled and sometimes violent
reactions of humans to Google Glass and drones (see previous AI and Humans
columns). Humans were not as prepared for the new age of AI technology as we
thought, either in our public policies or our personal psychologies.

By Kathy Garges

Predictions about the future of artificial intelligence have typically shown
unrealistic optimism about benefits to humankind as well as speed of
development. Ray Kurzweil, for example, has been accused of preaching a
utopian techno-rapture.

The new trend to a sensible middle ground in assessing AI risks is a welcome
improvement over previous grandiose predictions about the benefits of AI. It will
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Nick Bilton, “Artificial Intelligence as a Threat,” The New York Times, November
5, 2014, tinyurl.com/op4aes5
Natalie Wolchover, “Concerns of an Artificial Intelligence Pioneer,” Quanta
Magazine, April 21, 2015, tinyurl.com/p53nf9u

In the U.S., the Federal Aviation Administration has solicited comments to a
draft drone regulation. Some citizens have suggested a White House robot czar.

“Research Priorities for Robust and Beneficial Artificial Intelligence: an Open
Letter,” Future of Life Institute, tinyurl.com/o77ll8e

A movement has begun within the AI industry itself towards self-regulation to
reduce risks and dangers. As a condition of its agreement last year to acquire
DeepMind, a neural network company, Google agreed to establish an artificial
intelligence safety and ethics board. Nothing has been reported from or about
the board since then, however, so it may be that Google decided the board will
operate for internal purposes only.

Bryan Lufkin, “The Anti-Drone Drone,” Scientific American, April 14, 2015,
tinyurl.com/ojkkb2e

Since January of this year, University of California, Berkeley, professor Stuart
Russell has obtained thousands of signatures from AI leaders in business and
academia to an “open letter” that calls for plans to address AI risk. The open
letter proposes research to develop technology designs with protective
elements to ensure that AI remains beneficial to humans. Musk contributed
funds to the eﬀort.
In addition to industry self-regulation and public policy initiatives, there has been
at least one eﬀort to respond to the perception of immediate risk posed by
artificial intelligence with innovative counter-technology. After French oﬃcials
identified a number of suspicious drone flights over Paris landmarks and French
nuclear plants, Malou Tech designed an interceptor drone that deploys a large
net to trap unauthorized drones.
Sources and additional information (thanks to Deane Lappin and Bob Barton
for directing my attention to many of these references):
Rory Cellan-Jones, “Stephen Hawking warns artificial intelligence could end
mankind,” BBC News, December 2, 2014, tinyurl.com/kbflkym
Mark Melin, “Tech Innovator Elon Musk Reveals Concerns About Artificial
Intelligence,” ValueWalk, June 18, 2014, tinyurl.com/k9cmnea
Allen Wastler, “Elon Musk, Stephen Hawking and fearing the machine,” June 21,
2014, tinyurl.com/l33luvy
Kevin Rawlinson, “Microsoft's Bill Gates insists AI is a threat,” BBC News,
January 29, 2015, tinyurl.com/mdpoppg
Peter Holley, “Apple co-founder on artificial intelligence: ‘The future is scary and
very bad for people’,” The Washington Post, March 24, 2015, tinyurl.com/
q2lgfoe
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MLMUG PHOTO OF THE MONTH
GEORGE WASHINGTON BRIDGE PANO
Taken by Dale Fletcher
Dale shot this picture of the George Washington Bridge on his iPad and stitched it to be a panorama on iPad; all done on
location at the Hudson boat landing. Great panorama.
Sally Bazrod

Technical Details
Date: May 7, 2014
Place: New York City
Camera: Nikon Coolpix 56
Focal Length: 5.8 mm
Speed: 1/125 sec
ISO: 50
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